
Prayer and Blessings in Judaism: (Group 1: copy in book. Group 2 fill in the gaps on sheet) 

Jews show that they believe in God through their _____________, by  

studying the ________, it’s laws and stories and by teaching them to 

their ___________ .  

The language most Jews pray in is called _____________. They read 

their Torah and prayers from _____________ to _______________.  

Jews pray ____________ times a day but they also say ____________ 

over everything they eat or drink, for natural events and whilst putting 

on their _________ clothes.  

Jews say ____________kinds of prayers: prayers of 

_________________, prayers of ____________, and prayers that ask 

for ___________.  

The _______________ is the most important Jewish prayer. The word 

Shema means ____________ or ___________.  

 

This prayer reminds them that: 

There is only _________ God 

God is ________ and _________ them and they should _______ Him. 

God’s _______ should be obeyed. 

___________ should be taught about the Torah.  

 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
praise  children   love   rules   listen   things   religious   Hebrew   three   Shema   
thanksgiving   children   prayers   loves   hear   right   Torah   blessings   different   
good   left   one 
 
 
 



Prayer and Blessings in Judaism (group 3: fill in the gaps) 
Jews show that they believe in God through their p___________, by  

studying the T_______, it’s laws and stories and by teaching them to 

their c__________ .  

The language most Jews pray in is called H____________. They read 

their Torah and prayers from r_________ to l_____________.  

Jews pray t__________ times a day but they also say b___________ 

over everything they eat or drink, for natural events and whilst putting 

on their r________ clothes.  

Jews say d__________ kinds of prayers: prayers of 

t________________, prayers of p___________, and prayers that ask 

for t___________.  

The S__________ is the most important Jewish prayer. The word 

Shema means l___________ or h__________.  

 

This prayer reminds them that: 

There is only o_________ God 

God is g_______ and l________ them and they should l_______ Him. 

God’s r______ should be obeyed. 

C___________ should be taught about the Torah.  
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
praise  Children   love   rules   listen   things   religious   Hebrew   three   Shema   
thanksgiving   children   prayers   loves   hear   right   Torah   blessings   different   
good   left   one 
 
 
 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 



 
 
B: In you book write your own prayers.  
Start with: 
Blessed are you, Lord, our God, sovereign of the universe (or king of the universe) 
Who ___________________________________________________________   
____________________________________________________________ 
 
Remember all prayers should end with Amen. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 

C: Copy a Jewish prayer in Hebrew (remember you must write from right to left) 
 
D: Colour in the pictures with Jewish prayers written on them.  
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 



(Think of a drink or other food  that you enjoy) 

Blessing of the _______________ 

Blessed are you, Lord, our God, sovereign of the universe 

  Who __________________________________________  

Amen 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

(Think of something that you like) 

Blessed are you, Lord, our God, king of the universe  

Who creates the _____________________________. 

 Amen  

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

Blessed are you, Lord, our God, sovereign of the universe, 

Who creates varieties of____________   

Amen 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

(Think of something that God would want us to do) 

Blessed are you, Lord, our God, sovereign of the universe 

 Who has sanctified us with His commandments and commanded us to 

______________________________________________________   

 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

Extension: Make up a prayer from the beginning. 

 


